This article summarizes the state of the art in software specication & design methods, which assist developers in constructing the models of the problem domain and of the system and in writing requirements and design specications. The typical methods such as structured methods and object-oriented methods are summarized. The new discipline called \Method Engineering", engineering for constructing methods, is briey presented.
Introduction
Software development can be considered as activities for composing various kinds of documents, e.g. requirements specications, design specications, source codes, test documents, reference manuals and so on, and we h a ve many kinds of description notations and formats for these documents, e.g. natural language, structured natural language, tables, diagrams and formal languages having rigorous syntax rules and semantics. As software-intensive systems to be developed are larger and more complicated, how to write these documents of high quality becomes one of the most crucial problems. In particular, the techniques to abstract and model the essential information of the systems and their environments are the most signicant in order to write the documents. Methods or methodologies (we simply use the term \methods" from now) oer the navigation for modeling the systems and environments, more concretely guide the developers in what kind of artifacts or documents they should produce and in what activities they should perform in what order. It is frequently said that the meaning of the term \methods" is very similar to the recipes of cooking or cooking books. Recipes specify the procedures of cooking and the products, for example, one of them says \you boil spaghetti of 200g, and then you put tomato boiled plain on it, ... you can get spaghetti with tomato sauce". The recipes navigate what dish you produce from what materials and how you do that. Methods can be considered as some version of recipes for 1 software development. Although we h a ve methods for each stage of development processes, in this article, we will survey the methods for requirements analysis and design stages. The reason is that these two stages are early stages of development processes and have m uch eect on development costs and on the quality of produced artifacts. And we w i l l i n troduce a new engineering discipline Method Engineering as a future research direction on specication & design methods.
Note the usage of the word \Methodology". Someone use the word as the meaning of \a collection of methods", while the others use it as the dierent meaning, e.g. a discipline related to methods [7] . In this article, to avoid this ambiguity, t h e word \methodology" is not used except for the trade names of the specic methods. Instead, we write \methods", \a collection of methods", \a family of methods" if I intended to express \a set of methods" instead of Methodology.
2. What are Methods?
An Example of Methods
Several methods for constructing requirements and design specications have b e e n developed and put into practice in past twenty years. These methods, so called software specication and design methods provide the developers with the guidelines in modeling the problem domains and the systems and in documenting the models as specications. Let's illustrate a simple example of a method. Following Coad&Yourdon's Object-Oriented Analysis Method (OOA) [12] , the method for requirements analysis phase, we perform a sequence of activities shown in Table 1 and produce a set of intermediate artifacts. The artifact that we can get nally is called class diagram and its example is depicted in Figure 1 .
Similar to a cooking recipe, the readers can nd that the specic words \Class", \Attribute", and \Aggregation" appear in the description of the OOA method. In the example of Figure 1 , \Lift" and \position" are a class and the attribute of the lifts respectively, and \Motor" has an aggregation relationship to \Lift." Unless we know t h e meaning of these method-specic words, we cannot use the method eectively or correctly.
We can classify the methods that have been proposed until the last ve y ears, as shown in Table 2 . Note that the table includes conventional methods only. The recent m e t h o d s such as Unied Process, a family of object-oriented methods will be discussed separately in the section 4 because they have been derived from the conventional ones and can be considered as their integrated and evolved ones. In structured methods of the table, we focus on the function of the system to be developed, while in data oriented methods we mainly clarify what data the system manipulates. Almost of methods adopt diagrammatic notation because of its high understandability and Figure 2 summarizes the diagrams that are used in various methods.
History of Method Evolution
Software S p ecication & Design Methods and Method Engineering 3 The history of methods begin with tackling the problem of how to write complicated programs. In the beginning of 70's, structured programming [15] and the idea of modularization based on information hiding [43] were proposed. After the time came in the latter of 70's, many interests were on the methods for constructing specications. The family of structured methods such as ISDOS [62] , SREM [4] and SADT [48] were developed at that time, and they supported the construction of specication documents only, especially for business systems. In 80's, the methods have e v olved into ones so that they could support the whole of software development processes, i.e. the phases from requirements analysis to implementation. The typical example was Jackson Systems Development method (JSD) [31] , which partially included the concept of object-orientation as mentioned later. The methods appeared in 90's have t wo conspicuous features. The rst one is that they took the concepts of object-orientation in, and the second is the integration of the exiting methods. For example, Shlaer&Mellor's Object-Oriented Analysis, which w as the rst generation of object-oriented methods, can be considered as an integration of extended Entity Relation Diagram (Class Diagram), State Transition Diagram and Data Flow Diagram. Note that the readers can nd the detailed descriptions of the conventional methods and their history from another perspective in [34] .
In the subsequent sections, we select the typical and popular methods and discuss them. Although some of them that we selected may be outdated, they are frequently still used by practitioners or include signicant idea that are adopted by m o d e r n methods such as Unied Process and Catalysis.
Conventional Methods

Structured Methods
The typical examples of structured methods are the well known Structure Analysis and Design. Structured Analysis (SA) [14, 65] supports the phase of requirements analysis, while Structured Design is for design phase. Structured Analysis is a technique for capturing the system requirements with the system's functions and the data ows among them. It guides the developers in producing the following artifacts;
1. Data ow diagram : a directed graph whose nodes denote the interfaces from/to external environments (called external entities or source & sinks), the functions as data transformations (called processes or bubbles), or data stores holding data, and whose edges represent d a t a o ws between nodes. A process can be hierarchically dened with a data ow diagram and its function is decomposed into smaller processes (called sub-processes).
2. Data dictionary : Each data ow in a data ow diagram has the name of the data which are conveyed through it. A data dictionary represents the structure of the data, i.e. a data type.
3. Mini-spec : As a process is repeatedly decomposed, we can get sub-processes each of which comprises atomic operations only. Mini-specs describe the contents of an atomic operation with structured natural language. [28] and Harel [24] . In these extended versions, the developers describe the ows of control signals (control ows) that make the processes activate (start their execution) and terminate, as well as data ows in a diagram form. They specify the timing of generating these control signals by using state transition diagrams. In the method proposed by W ard and Mellor [39] , control ows are described in a data ow diagram, while in Hatley's method control ows are specied separately from the data ow diagram, i.e. in another diagram. One of the most serious problems in describing the behavior of a complicated system with state transition diagrams is the explosion of states. Harel proposed a state chart, which has hierarchical decomposition mechanisms of states called AND/OR decomposition [22] . State charts can be used together with the specic diagrams called module charts and activity c harts that represent the ows of data and control signals. However, although the technique of state charts has the powerful hierarchical decomposition mechanisms, it is not a method but a kind of language. Several methods adopted the state chart technique to specify the behavior of the system, e.g. OMT [50] . Some extensions to these state-transition based diagrams or nets, e.g. object-oriented extension like Object Chart [13] and O-Chart [23] for state charts, and like G-net [10] for Petri-nets appeared. In a family of Structured Analysis, other formalisms that theoretically have more expressive p o wer like P etri-nets can be used instead of state transition diagrams to dene the behavioral aspects of the system such as true concurrency and hard real-time [45] .
Structured Design(SD) [66, 41] is a top down design method for systematically mapping processes in a data ow diagram to program modules, and its aim is to oer the design with high modularity. Modularity means functional independence among the modules and we have two types of the measure of modularity; one is \cohesion" for measuring the intra-relation of the constituents in a module, and another is \coupling" for measuring the interrelation among modules.
Structured Design Method contains transform analysis method and transaction analysis method. After structured design, we can get module structure charts that express a set of program modules, caller-callee relationships among the modules and the interfaces (input data and output data) of the modules.
In transform analysis, we divide the ow paths from data inputs to outputs into the following three categories;
1. The part where the system transforms input data to internal representation.
2. The essential part of the data transformation (called \transformation center").
3. The part where the system transform the internal representation of the data to output formats.
Based on this classication, we group the processes into a module. Some processes in a data ow diagram route and pass incoming data ows into one of many outgoing data ows. In transaction analysis, we focus on these \routing" processes and modularize the other processes so that they are called by the \routing" processes. The routing process is called \transaction center" and outgoing data ows are called \active paths". For each active path, we group into a module the processes on it, and make the structure in which the module corresponding to the transaction center calls the module.
G o m a a e t a l . extended structured design method to the method suitable for realtime systems DARTS (Design Methods for Real Time Systems) [21] . In the rst step of DART, based on the data ow diagram, we divide the system into tasks and the tasks are units being executed concurrently. That is to say, we should consider which processes can be concurrently executed and which processes are sequentially executed, and group the processes based on this consideration to identify the tasks. The second step is to design interfaces among the tasks. Next, for each o f i d e n tied tasks, we modularize the processes (which are executed sequentially) included in it, by using usual structured design method. The criteria and guidelines assisting in identifying tasks and in deciding task interfaces are included in DARTS. The reader can nd another structured design method for real-time systems in [18] and in the method, entity relationship diagrams are used to design the structure of the information that is manipulated by the system. Recently, several methods for modeling and designing real-time systems based on object-orientation have been developed, such a s R OOM [55] .
Jackson Systems Development (JSD)
Jackson Systems Development (JSD) [31, 60] supports seamlessly the processes from requirements analysis to implementation phase. The idea of seamless support of the whole of software development processes is taken to the recent object-oriented methods. JSD consists of three phases to construct the systems which are solid to specication changes; in the rst phase we model the problem domain of the real world, the second phase is for adding functions to the constructed model, and we implement it according to the real execution environment in the third phase. These three phases are called Modeling phase, Network phase and Implementation phase respectively. In Modeling phase, we extract entities and events (actions) on the entities from the real world, and describe the event sequences on each entity with event sequence diagrams, which is shown in Figure 2 . This diagram is called Entity Structure Diagram. The concept of \Entity" in JSD is the same as that of \Object" in the family of object-oriented methods, except for super-sub class hierarchy. And after extracting the entities, the subsequent development activities are preformed based on the entities. By this reason, it was categorized into a family of object-oriented methods.
In Network phase, we consider the identied entities as the processes communicating concurrently with each other, called entity processes. We m o d e l both of the real world and the system and in this model, the entity processes of the real world concurrently interact with the processes denoting the system functions. Data passing between the processes is described with a kind of data ow diagram called System Specication Diagram. A system specication diagram has two types of data passing mechanisms based on control of data passing, i.e. whether a sender process or a receiver takes the initiative of controlling data passing; state vector connection and data stream connection. Through the several assessments of the user groups, JSD was extended to the method where the phase for making a plan is embedded and where the decomposition of processes into tasks is emphasized [37] .
Data-Oriented Methods
In the family of data-oriented methods, we begin with the activity for capturing a problem domain with data and modeling the data. Information Modeling and Data Modeling Methods which are for database applications model the data with entity relationship model [11] . The dierence to object-oriented methods is that they model the only objects that we can consider as data with entities.
In some methods, we model the data structure with three data constructors; concatenation, selection and iteration at their rst step. These methods are called data structure oriented methods and are for designing program modules from the specication of the data structure in a systematic way. In Jackson Structure Programming (JSP) [30] , one of the typical examples of the data structure oriented methods, we analyze and model the structures of input data and output data with the constructors concatenation, selection and iteration, and describe them in the form of data structure diagram (called Jackson tree) shown in Figure 2 . After completing the two trees, one is for input data structure and the other one is for output data, we explore the relationship on the nodes between the two trees which should satisfy some constraints. The case that we cannot nd the relationship is called Structure Crash, and if this case occurs, JSP provides several techniques, e.g. introducing an intermediate le, to solve structure crash.
Information Modeling proposed by Martin [38] is for developing the information system that all of the organizations in a business enterprise use. In this method, we plan what information is necessary in each organization and which t e c hniques are applicable to solve the current problem in the enterprise, and construct an enterprise model. This rst phase is called Information Strategy Planning. This enterprise model contains the organizational structure, the functions of the organizations, the information that the organizations use and the relationships among them (e.g. which functions use which information and which organization manipu-late the information). The model is represented with entity relationship diagrams. Based on the enterprise model, we construct data models and extract business processes. This second phase is called Business Area Analysis. The data model and the business processes are described with entity relationship diagrams and data ow d iagrams respectively. The relationships among the business processes are frequently depicted with work ow diagrams, a kind of data and control ow diagrams. In the third phase, called System Design, we design the information system by rening these data models and business processes.
Object-Oriented Methods
Overview
The methods where we start capturing the problem domain or solution domain with \objects" are object-oriented methods. What is an object? Rumbaugh et al. discussed that objects have three features; 1) Class concept, 2) Polymorphism, and 3) Inheritance [50] . Object-oriented methods make eective use of the above features to develop software-intensive systems. Many object-oriented analysis and design methods have been proposed and they have wide varieties of intermediate artifacts and activities. As will be mentioned later in section 4.2, the notations of the artifacts that are produced in object-oriented methods are being standardized to Unied Modeling Language (UML).
In almost all of object-oriented methods, we begin with the activity for identifying objects in the problem domain or solution domain. The identied objects that have the same properties are abstracted to a class and we represent the classes and their relationships (called association) with a class diagram. Although a class diagram can be considered as the extended version of an entity relationship diagram, some notations use specic symbols to express generalization-specialization relationship (is-a relationship, or super-subclass hierarchy) and aggregation relationship (has-a relationship), which are specic to object-oriented methods. The readers can nd the comparison with various object-oriented methods, including the notation of class diagrams in [40] .
After identifying objects and classes, the attributes of the objects, operations (services) on the objects, associations among the classes, and the behavior of the objects are identied and modeled. Some of them are added to the class diagram, while the others are dened with other diagrams, e.g. state transition diagrams (state charts or state diagrams in UML), data ow diagrams, activity o w c harts (activity diagrams), message sequence charts (sequence diagrams), object communication diagrams (collaboration diagrams) and so on. For example, the behavior of the objects belonging to a class can be represented with a state transition diagram or a state chart. Allocation of executable components into resource parts of the system (computation nodes, memories, devices and so on).
Unied Modeling Language
There are wide varieties on how to write the diagrams and what notation is used in the existing object-oriented methods. To aim at the standardization of the notation of artifacts, Rumbaugh's OMT [50] , Booch's method [6] and Jacobson's OOSE [33] have been unied into UML (Unied Modeling Language) by these method creators themselves [47, 51] . Note that it is not a method but just a language where the concepts of the three methods, notation and its semantics are unied and that it does not support the activities to construct the UML artifacts. At the rst stage of their unication task, Rumbaugh, Booch and Jacobson of Rational had tried to unify their three methods. Although they could unify the notations of their diagrams, they gave up standardizing the other aspects such as procedures of constructing the diagrams. The readers can nd the diculty of the standardization of all aspects of methods including development procedures at this point. What kind of method is suitable for your project greatly depends on your development situation including development organizations and on your application domains, and it is very dicult to decide a unique and standard method that is suitable for any situation and domain. This fact motivates a new engineering discipline called Method Engineering, which w i l l b e i n troduced as a future direction in the section 5. UML has nine diagrams as shown in Table 3 . Figure 3 illustrates the use case diagram of banking business. In the diagram, the occurrences of the symbol of human beings stand for actors, while the ovals are use cases. Since a use case and an actor can be considered as a class, we can have some associations between them such as generalization-specialization. The gure expresses that bank stas can be customers of the bank, i.e. the actor \bank clerk" is a subclass of \customer". The association \uses" means the usage of the description of another use case to dene the use case. The description of a use case comprises its allowable activity sequences written in natural language, as shown in Figure 4 , and they present the behavior of the use case to the system and/or the actors.
Sequence diagrams and collaboration diagrams are used for the interaction among objects from behavioral view and Figure 5 illustrates these examples. These diagrams represent what message and in what order the objects passed to each other. Sequence diagrams and collaboration diagrams are essentially same as message sequence charts and object communication diagrams of Figure 2 respectively. The order of message passing can be specied with the numbers prexed to the message names even in collaboration diagrams. Note that the behavior specied with a sequence diagram or a collaboration diagram is a typical instance of behavior, i.e. a scenario, and the diagram does not dene all of the allowable behavior of the system. If a developer likes to specify all of the behavior, he or she should use state diagrams (state charts) and/or activity diagrams. Activity diagrams are an extended version of ow c harts so as to represent non-determinism and parallelism, and are very similar to R-nets in Figure 2 . They specify the execution order of the Use Case Nameúí Open an Account Actorú Customer (Person who will open an account) Objective: Open an account and deposit money Pre Conditionú An actor should really exist. Normal Sequenceú ííí1îAn actor fill an application form and hand in it with his seal. ííí2îThe system checks whether the actor is the person himself. ííí3. The system make a new bankbook for the actor. ííí4. The actor deposit money. ííí5îThe system return the seal and the bankbook to the actor. Post ConditionúThe seal and the bankbook is in the actor's hand. Alternate Sequenceú ííí1. If the system cannot check or fail the check in the normal sequence 2, the system inform the actor that his bank account cannot be open, and finish the activity. that are performed by t h e system. The constructs of activity diagrams includes not only conditional branch but also parallel branch (for branching several activities that are performed in parallel) and guarded expressions (for selecting which activities can be performed next). State diagrams and/or activity diagrams can specify the behavior of an object or the total behavior of the system. In the case that we dene the behavior of an object, we write a state diagram or an activity diagram for each o b j e c t . Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the self-explanatory examples and they specify the behavior of a lift object. Note that the example of Figure  6 consists of two state diagrams, which are decomposed with AND decomposition technique.
Note that the original version of UML, version 1.0[47] has been extended so that it has some syntactic constructs for describing real-time systems. Return back to the sequence diagram in Figure 5 . The readers can nd that some timing constraints appear in the sequence diagram. For example, the timing constraint \b 0 a < 3 minutes" presents that a lift must arrive within 3 minutes after the oor button is pushed, i.e. a passenger requests a lift from on the oor. The version of UML having these syntactic constructs for dening timing constraints was called Real-Time UML [16] and these constructs have been adopted in the recent version of UML, UML 2.0. ROOM Language (Real-Time Object-Oriented Modeling Language) [55] can also be considered as an extension of UML, in the sense that the modeling concepts for real-time systems are added to a UML based language. In particular, it has the concepts \protocol", \port" and \connector" to explicitly represent the collaboration among the objects that are concurrently executed. Note that UML has met several criticisms, e.g. the weakness of UML use case model, 
Methods Based on UML
As mentioned before, UML is just a language but not a method. Rational developed a method called Unied Process (the previous name is Objectory) [32] , where UML is used. The features of Unied Process include 1) use case driven, 2) architecture centric, and 3) incremental and iterative development. A cycle of a development process consists of the four phases; 1) Inception (understanding customers' requirements and deciding the scope of the development), 2) Elaboration (developing a prototype of the executable architecture), 3) Construction (designing and implementing the system), and 4) Transition (xing bugs and improving the quality). In each phase, the development activities are iterated and the artifact of the phase is incrementally made more complete. Each phase consists of nine common sequences of development activities, which are called process workows. Which w orkows are mainly iterated depends on the phase. For example, in the elaboration phase, business modeling, requirements denition, analysis, and design workows are mainly iterated, while the iteration of these workows decreases and the workows for implementing a prototype is being increasingly performed as the phase progresses. Customers' requirements are described with use case diagrams and these use case descriptions are used in all phases. In addition, as Unied Process is called \Pro-cess Framework", it does not specify a method but recommends that it should be customized and adapted to actual development projects. Although Unied Process recommends the construction of a use case model (a use case diagram plus use case descriptions) and its usage at the subsequent phases for validating the products, in fact it is a quite dicult question which diagrams should beconstructed rst. In some cases, to extract use cases and their activity sequences, a developer writes sequence diagrams before a use case diagram, and in the other cases, he or she constructs a set of sequence diagrams after constructing a use case diagram just to validate it. Developers, including project managers should adapt the usage of UML diagrams to their development projects. Catalysis [17] is also the method based on UML and it has syntactic constructs expressing reusable components such as frameworks and template packages in a diagram form. It also supports the activities for breaking down the developed object models into reusable components and for composing the reusable components into the model of the system.
Assessment of Object-Oriented Methods
Many case studies in applying object-oriented methods to real development projects have been reported. Let's introduce one of the reports, which w as done by Aksit et. al [3] . They focused on twelve projects developing various kinds of systems, e.g. network database system, chemical process control, intelligent tutor system, distributed oce system, programming environments for an object-oriented language, distributed operating system and so on, and analyzed the obstacles that have not been solved by the existing object-oriented methods. They classied the extracted obstacles into three categories; 1) obstacles when we capture the real world by objects, 2) obstacles on relationships among objects such as aggregation, generalization/specialization, etc., and 3) obstacles on interactions among objects. One of the obstacles belonging to the rst category is the diculty in extracting a reusable structure from a problem domain. Recently, t o t a c kle this problem, several results on cataloguing design patterns are appearing [19] . The mechanism of inheriting the attributes and the operations of a super class to its subclasses including overriding mechanism were too weak, and this shortcoming belongs to the second category of obstacles. The obstacles belonging to the third category were frequently detected in the analyzed case studies. The following obstacles of the category were listed. 1) Objects cannot be modeled from multiple views a . The concept of stereo type of UML is the suggestion to solve this obstacle.
2) The methods have no mechanisms to explicitly describe integrity constraints, transactions and inquiries that database systems have. As for describing constraints, UML has a specic language called OCL (Object Constraint Language) which is a kind of predicate logic, and it is used together with class diagrams.
3) The interaction mechanism is message passing between two objects only, and the methods cannot dene the abstract interactions in higher level. In particular, the problem of lacking the abstraction mechanism of object interactions were detected in 6 projects, half of the analyzed projects.
Almost all of methods belonging to a family of object-oriented methods use multiple diagrams. In particular, the static structure of the system is described with a class diagram completely separated from the behavioral aspects. OPM (Object Process Methodology) uses a single diagram that can depict the classes, the processes and the activities included in the system. According to the assessment, it seems to be comprehensive and eective for beginners such as students to develop small-sized real-time systems [44] .
On account o f s p a c e , we c o u l d introduce very few analysis results in applying the object-oriented methods to practical projects, but the readers can nd the other analysis results in [1] .
Method Engineering
Overview
Until now, many textbooks and instruction manuals of methods have been published, and their supporting tools, so called CASE tools have been commercially developed. In information technology industries, methods and supporting tools are a For example, consider a teacher class and a student class. It is possible that an instance of the teacher class takes a lecture of another teacher. In this case, it is natural that the instance is considered as an instance of the student class. This example suggests that we need capture an instance as both a teach e r v i e w a n d a s t u d e n t view, i.e. from multiple views. putting into practice in actual development activities. However as the systems to be developed are larger and more complex, we spend much time and eort on applying the methods eectively in these development projects. One of the reasons is that the methods which are introduced in textbooks and manuals include some parts unsuitable for actual projects. Some methods work well in a specic problem domain, while they do not work well in other domains. For instance, it is pointed out that data ow diagrams are not suitable for developing real-time systems because they cannot represent system behavior. As mentioned in Structured Analysis for real-time systems, incorporating state transition diagrams is one of the solutions to this problem. In particular, considering software development for Internet and Web, we require the methods dierent from the conventional methods [29] . Can we h a ve a universal method that is suitable for every problem domain? The answer may be \No". The bestand feasible solution of the above problem is that developers construct suitable methods for their problem domains and development environments. Method engineering is a discipline where methods themselves are the target of engineering, e.g. to explore engineering techniques how to construct methods [36] . According to Brinkkemper[8] , Method Engineering is \Engineering discipline to design, construct and adapt methods, technique and tools for the development of information systems."
One of the simplest way how to construct methods is an approach based on \reuse". Meaningful constituents or parts of methods, called method fragments, are stored in a database called \method base". Special engineers called method engineers retrieve the suitable method fragments, adapt them, and integrate them into a new method. For instance, we can get Rumbaugh's OMT by i n tegrating four method fragments; Class Diagram, Sequence Diagram, State Transition Diagram (State chart) and Data Flow Diagram. The method engineers have enough knowledge and skills to the methods so that they can construct the methods. Figure 8 illustrates this process to construct a new method by using reuse and integration technique.
The current techniques of method engineering can be listed up as follows;
Meta-modeling technique:
It is necessary to model and to represent method fragments and methods (simply, methods) formally in order to store them in a method base. A m o d e l and a description of a method are called meta model.
Techniques for method adaptation and method integration:
How t o a d a p t a n d t o i n tegrate the retrieved methods is one of the signicant techniques [9] . Especially, several researchers investigate the techniques to resolve inconsistency that appears in method integration [42] . The computer support to construct methods is called Computer Aided Method Engineering (CAME) and a couple of CAME tools have been developed [26] . Several method base systems have been also implemented by using Meta-CASE and by PCTE (Portable Common Tool Environment) [54] , and are being assessed.
Reusing the existing methods What kind of methods is suitable for actual development projects? The approach to answer this question is case studies like [57] . We apply the methods to the real projects, observe the project processes, and analyze the observation results. Analysis of methods themselves is also a useful approach. In addition to the case study that was mentioned in section 4.4, several case studies of software development processes following the methods have also been reported [5, 64] .
Method
Generation of CASE tools :
CASE tools supporting a new method are necessary to put it into practice. Meta-CASE technology allows us to eciently construct or to automatically generate CASE tools.
Meta-Modeling
Many researchers have studied meta-modeling techniques to model and represent methods, and they proposed various techniques and languages. Entity relationship model including its extended versions such as object model and object-propertyrole model (OPR model) has been widely used to describe the product parts of methods. In Figure 9 , a part of class diagrams is specied in the form of entity r e l ationship diagram. Rectangular boxes and arrows appearing in the diagram express entities and their relationships respectively. This approach i s v ery simple and easy to implement i n conventional CASE tools [59] . However entity relationship model can only represent t h e structure of the products to be developed in the projects, but cannot represent procedural parts of the methods or constraints. To describe the constraints, predicate logic was embedded into entity relationship model in [7] . The major aim of methods is the navigation of human activities to develop a system. The methods suggest to the developers what products such as documents they should construct in a development process, and what activities and in what order they should perform. Thus we should consider two t ypes of information to develop a meta-model; the structure of products and the procedures to produce the products. Very few approaches to describe the procedural parts of methods are being studied. They used formal grammars [56] such as regular grammars and attribute grammars [58] , programming languages [61] , and formal specication languages like Object Z [53] , in order to describe the procedures and their execution order. We have s e v eral meta-modeling techniques and their comparative study can be found in [27] .
Meta models play an important role of analyzing the features of the methods. Rossi and Brinkkemper considered that the diculties in applying and learning the methods resulted from the complexity of the concepts that the methods themselves have [49] . They dened the complexity of methods, i.e. method metrics, with the number of their concepts on their meta models. More concretely, they represented a meta model of a method with entity relationship model and calculated the number of the entities, of the relationships, and the average numbers of the attributes per entity and of the relationships per entity. In the example of Figure 9 , the numberof the entities (the number of the concepts that the method has) is 3, and the average numbers of the attributes and the relationships per entity are 1 and 2 respectively. They calculated the method metrics of 23 object-oriented methods and compared with their complexity. Although this type of method metrics is absolute, we c a n consider the method metrics that vary from the situation such as application domain and development organization, i.e. relative metrics.
Method Integration
As shown in Figure 10 , there are two t ypes of method integration; one is productoriented and the other one is process-oriented integration. In product-oriented integration, we i n tegrate several types of products and the integrated products play a complementary role to each other. For instance, in Figure 10 (a), we integrate four diagrams; class diagrams (Object Model), sequence diagrams, state charts (Dynamic Model) and data ow diagrams (Function Model) following some rules, and can get Object Modeling Technique (OMT) [50] . This type of integration can be done on meta models, as shown in Figure 11 . This example partially illustrates the integration of meta models of class diagrams and of state charts, which are written in Entity Relationship Diagram, into object charts [13] by the following constructions: 1) a Class has a State chart, which species its behavior. 2) Attributes of a Class may beannotated to States in its State chart and this indicates which attribute values are meaningful or visible in a specic state, and 3) an Event issued during a Transition is a request of a Service to the other Object. These constructions allow us to introduce new relationships \has" between Class and State, \is annotated with" between Attribute and State, and \is requested of" between Service and Event. Although the manipulations that we applied here are the addition of a new relationship only, w e h a ve the other manipulations on meta models like the addition of a new entity and the addition of a new attribute.
In the second example of Figure 10 , called process-oriented integration, we i n tegrate methods that are used in the dierent s t e p s . The developers construct a class diagram and then rene the details by using a formal technique such as Z, because a class diagram cannot specify the details of the services of the class but can just declare the signatures of the services. The transformation techniques are used to dene this type of method integration, and by applying the transformation rules, we can get the structure of a formal technique from the class diagram description [52] . Figure 12 sketches the process-oriented integration based on transformation rules, and in the gure, the developers can automatically get the structure of Z schema from a class diagram by applying the pre-dened set of transformation rules.
Computer Aided Method Engineering : CAME
Decamerone [25] has been developed by F. Harmsen and S. Brinkkemper in the group of University o f T w ente, and it adopted meta-CASE technology for generating The manipulation descriptions with MEL seem to apply the version control of methods and method integration processes. Figure 13 depicts the architecture of Decamerone. Method engineers can manipulate the methods in a method base by inputting MEL descriptions as commands. Decamerone produces a schema for a repository of a CASE tool from the integrated method and the actual CASE tool is generated by the commercial Meta-CASE. In a sense, Mentor [56] , which w as developed by C. Rolland et. al. the project of University o f P aris, focuses on the procedure aspect of methods. They call the constituents of methods \method chunks", and each c hunk consists of \context" and \situation". \Context" can correspond to procedure concepts of methods. Mentor Mentor, the research group tried to describe a part of method chunks with SGML, and combined meta-modeling with scenario based analysis for method engineers to support enhancing the existing methods [46] . MetaEdit or MetaEdit+ is based on entity relationship model for meta modeling technique and meta-CASE [35] , and it has several tools for CAME. It also focuses on the usage of generated CASE tools for multi-users. This direction, i.e. how t o support group work in method engineering technology is one of the most signicant ones for the application of CAME.
MethodBase [54] was developed by Saeki, et. al. of Tokyo Institute of Technology and oered a common meta model for the product part of method integration. However the varieties of method integration on the tool is limited to the product parts of methods only, not including procedure parts.
Method Engineering Encyclopedia [2] is a kind of dictionary of methods on WWW, and its aim does not include method integration support or sucient C A M E functions, although it is very useful to how t o construct standardized Web pages of methods in order to share with method knowledge in distributed development environment.
